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Talon Books,Canada, Canada, 2003. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Published for the first time, David French s The Riddle of the World remains a classic of the
Canadian stage. Stockbroker Ron and ex-priest Steve are two new singles who get together to
console themselves after having been abandoned by their mates. Through a comic series of false
starts, disastrous one-night stands, dead-end blind dates and absurd attempts to reconnect with
their former lovers, they are forced to come to terms with their fragile natures as men in a world
with few signposts of male identity left standing. Initially blaming others for taking their partners
away, Ron fails repeatedly to see and come to terms with his overwhelming possessiveness; while
Steve gradually learns to embrace his own new found and deeply sublimated gay sexuality. The
Riddle of the World, a fragment of a poem by Alexander Pope, resonates throughout this arch
comedy of manners as it revisits the eternal struggle of the flesh and the spirit on the road to the
characters discovery of the true nature of love. Like all of Pope s characters, Ron and Steve are
engaged in a mock battle with the social...
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This book is really gripping and interesting. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You will not truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you request me).
-- Cla ud Scha den-- Cla ud Scha den

Completely essential read book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this written e book. You wont sense monotony at at any moment of
your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Rosendo Doug la s DV M-- Rosendo Doug la s DV M
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